
Engineered  
Hardwood Flooring

Designed by nature.
Shaped by tradition.

Finished by hand.



The herringbone pattern is the epitome of the 
classic engineered hardwood floor. The herring-
bone pattern is unmistakable in single or double 
patterns. All ter Hürne herringbone planks have 
the same profile, so there are no left or right-hand 
planks as with conventional parquet flooring. It 
can therefore be laid faster, easier and particularly  
efficiently due to the minimal wastage.

Herringbone:  
A majestic format

The city of Antwerp in the 16th century: The golden 
age of Flanders produces an impressive variety of 
architecture and art. The success story of parquet 
flooring is running its course here. Parquet flooring 
developed to become the flooring of the nobility 
and rich merchants. To this day we can admire  
there the high art of parquet flooring not only in 
the palaces and stately homes but also in modern  
architecture. 

The formats of our Flemish Heritage collection  
allow us to replicate the magnificent laying patterns 
– for a rich floor architecture with majestic charisma.

Flemish Heritage  
herringbone & system planks

Rich floor architecture

Double herringboneSingle herringbone

Basket weave Offset basket weave

System plank:  
Unlimited floor design
The installation pattern is an important factor in 
determining both the character of the floor and 
the effect of a room. Our system planks offer many 
different installation patterns. The basket weave 
or chequer pattern is a timeless classic. It is one of 
the oldest ways of laying engineered hardwood 
 flooring and can often be found in castles and  
stately villas. The floor may also shown to good  
advantage by framing it with a 4-sided border.

Herringbone (1082 mm x 162 mm x 12 mm) and system planks (972 mm x 162 mm x 12 mm) are also available in the colours of the Heaven and Earth Collection. 
The colour finishes of the herringbone-surfaces shown here are also available as system planks.
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1101012230
162

herringbone
Oak unfinished effect*

brushed/extra matt lacquered
expressive
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1101012231
162

herringbone
Oak light grey*

brushed/coloured/extra matt lacquered
expressive
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1082
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1101012232
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herringbone
Oak grey*

brushed/coloured/extra matt lacquered
expressive
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1101012233
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herringbone
Oak ochre brown*

brushed/coloured/extra matt lacquered
expressive
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1101012234
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herringbone
Oak basalt brown*

brushed/coloured/extra matt lacquered
expressive
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1101012235
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herringbone
Oak red brown*

brushed/coloured/extra matt lacquered
expressive
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1101012241
162

herringbone
Oak*

brushed/matt lacquered
expressive
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1101012237
162

herringbone
Oak sand brown*

brushed/coloured/natural oil-treated
expressive
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1101012239
162

herringbone
Oak terra brown*

brushed/coloured/natural oil-treated
expressive
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1101012243
162

herringbone
Oak light beige*

brushed/white/natural oil-treated
expressive
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1101012242
162

herringbone
Oak*

brushed/natural oil-treated
expressive
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1101012240
162

herringbone
Oak azure brown*

brushed/coloured/natural oil-treated
expressive
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1101012236
162

herringbone
Oak sand grey*

brushed/coloured/natural oil-treated
expressive
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1101012238
162

herringbone
Oak smoke grey*

brushed/coloured/natural oil-treated
expressive
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